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RI Polio Plus Eradication
Executive Summary
The project was fund-raiser thrown alongside our installation as our first project for
Term09/10. It was to be a performance, done by Gary Low and Blitz Gun, to entertain
as well as raise as much funds as we could from the crowd. All of the proceedings
would go to the RI POLIO PLUS ERADICATION as our contribution to the cause.
The two performers had a mild striptease and the audience potted funds as Gary and
Blitz proceeded with the aforementioned entertainment. The performance lasted for
about half an hour and by the time they were done, the two were stripped down to
state still appropriate for general viewing.
Then, there were 2 bottles of alcohol up for auction. Proceedings also went to the RI
POLIO PLUS ERADICATION.
We had managed to raise RM2056.00 and it was sent to Rotary International via bank
draft with the assistance of District Governor Leslie Salehuddin.
Objective
The project is done in line with the RI focus for the term 09/10 as well as to raise
funds to eradicate polio.
Budgeting
Leopard print lingerie
RM49.00 *Came under club funds*
Crimson lingerie
*Donated by Rotaractor James Ong of RAC Subang*
Johnnie Walkers Black Label *Donated by Rotaractor Blitz Gun of RACPK*
Johnnie Walkers Gold Label *Donated by Rotaractor Lee Leong King of RACPK*
Funds raised
RM2056.00
The making of…
The idea for the aforementioned project came up as the Installation Committee 09/10
were preparing and discussing performances for the then upcoming installation
dinner. In accordance to a new and somewhat radical performance, we came up with
the idea of a mild striptease, performed by Gary Low. That was the general idea. But
as meetings proceeded, the committee decided the performance would be done with a
fund-raising motive thrown in and we decided that all the proceedings will go to the
RI POLIO PLUS ERADICATION, one of the criteria of the presidential citation.
Thus, it was decided a community project which would be submitted for an award.
The committee was very into the performance and everybody chipped in ideas which
would make the project a huge success. We went through a whole lot of videos and
presentations, giving pointers to Gary on how to make it as entertaining and attractive
as to raise as much as we can. We spent many hours at Lauren’s place preparing for

what was to be our best fund-raising community project yet.
The performance and fund-raising came up as the main highlight of the installation
night. At the last minute, Blitz Gun was roped in as one of the main actors, with very
much persuasion from the audience. Gary donned a leopard print bikini, purchased by
Lauren Low at a flea market, whereas Blitz sported a striking maroon D-cup bra,
purchased by Rotaractor James Ong of RAC Subang. Both of them then gave a
performance which would e the talk of rotaractors for many years to come.
This then proceeded to auctioning of 2 bottles of whiskey, one Black and one Gold.
The Gold Label was auctioned off in a regular manner. However, the auctioning of
the Black was done Dutch style, last one to pot a minimum amount of cash before the
timer runs out acquires the item. The latter auction came up looking more successful
than the former.
We raked in funds amounting to RM2056.00 and as mentioned, all of it was donated
to the fund via bank draft, in US dollars equaling to USD587.43.
Tell us why…
The RI POLIO PLUS ERADICATION is a fund dedicated to eradicating polio, a
Rotary focus for decades. Rotary noted that it is achievable, soon, that everyone
should contribute as little as much to make it sooner.
Our club sees this as a deed to mankind, especially to those of third world countries.
The focus is pure and direct to the point, contributing to the world.
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